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Refugee_ Fact Sheet"geries #4; Thp Kurds

7311ge Purpose of the,RefUgee Fat Sheet Series is to provide background

information on certan refugee g ups that have recentrarrived, and,are still

arriving, in 'the United States. Unlike therefugees from Indohinaand theen-t

tranpe from the Cafibbean,these refugees have arrived in muchtsmaller numbers:-

Howbver% they still face many of the same problems with language, education,-

, .
empllYment,-and-cultural'adjustment.

Each Fact Sheet'is-aivided into approximately five sections:

G lore Introduction

2. C &red BackgrOund

-'3.- Educ Tonal Background

'4.4 Impliations fo; Learning English

5. Implications fdr Orientation.

r-

as.a Second Lantuage (ESL)-

fl
The cultural background section 9f each Feet Sheet is theiliost'inclusiVe; it

containsinfarmatiajon thelistory,' geography; language, religion, food, valuei

-and customs of the specific refilgee group.

We wish .to thank all of those without whose research and assistance w

4

Mould not have/5g;:able to put t is Fact Sheet on the KUrdstogether., We are
F:.

)11'Vspeciallrinaebted to Aly Mahm od andotherie Mitchell idi their help. /
.
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Refugees

Nik

-HIGHLIGHTS

,

The largest gr4up rdish refugees fie* to Iran after the

'1975 collapse of eir-fourteen-year resistanceto the govern-

ment of Iraq.

In the U.S. AbOtt a thousand of the, former freedom fiittere cane to the

United States in 1975-76 and Settled in largest "berg near

Nashville, Tennessee and Washington, D.C. Not many have

entered since.

The Kurds .The Kurds are a_long-established mountain population who live

in the border area of Turkey, Iran; and Iraq. They speak theit

'Hibtory

'own Kurdish language, although they are educated largely,in

Turkiah, . Persian, or Arabic. They are predominantly Muslims

of the Sunni .branch of Islam.

From the earliest records, Kurds have been dominated by other

peoples and often divided by national borders, yet they have-

preserved a high ddgree of unity in language and. culture. -After

World -War I the'KurdishloPUIation, divided i4F four centuries

between the Turktstr and .12dtsianipmpires, was .further partitioned
,

among Turkey, Ira; Iraq and Syria. In each of these countries,

the regimes have in varying degrees attemptedto assimilite the

Curds; who have,ASisted the proceds.

a

.
4,0
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I. Introduction

,

The homeland of the Kurds includes the point where the boundaries Of.

Turkey, Iran and Iraq meet. The largest number live in southeastern Turkey,

and the next largest, group is in Iran, but it is in Iraq that they form the great-

est 'proportion of the national population. In addition to these three countries,

. a substantial number live rn'Syria, and smaller concentrations are found in the
.

Soviet Caucasus and Ceqtral Asia, in Lebanon, ipd in Afghanistan. The three
r

governments controlling the major tracts of Kurdish territory have tended o

g'lunderestimate their Kurdish populations -- perhaps from wishful thinking, ince
,

governments for centuries have found their Kurdish populationg a disequilibra-
4

t

ting.element. National elites have been apprehensive of the independent' and

warlike stance, of Kurdish tribesmen, as typified by, the most 4amous Kurd of

history, Saladdin, who made himself master of_EgyPt in 1171, daptuxed JewusalA,

and stplemated the Crusade of Richaid the Lion - Hearted. ,In earlier centuries
,.-

the,semi-nomadic Kurds generally remained free from interference in their border

crossings or from much law enforcement in their Kurdish territories..

f
It is abundantly,clear that Kurds'cotistitute the second largest ethnic

. . , ,.,

group in Turkey, Iraq and Syria and are thirdA(after the Azerbaijanis) in Iran.

Their approximate numbers ars difficult to calculate. Figures giveA by,those .

championing Kurdish causes often differ from those"given by or deducible from'

statistics reported by governments. Even in the'Soviet Union,-where Kurds are

a clearbi recogniz\ed group in Armenia and Georgia, Kurdiih nationalist writers"

have shown plausible,evidence,that in Azerbaijan and TurkMenistan Kurds have

.

apparently beenCre-classified as -being of the majority "nationality" (the fun-

.
damental criterion for classifying people in the U.S.S.R.). Being of Muslim

baCkiround,..they do blend,in fairli-well there, often 'intermarry, and are prob-

ably

.
.

f

ably mos y bi 1, but many of them reputedly do maintain Kurdish customs ,

and.sense of.ide tity.

Promoters urdilits causes'havelioutinely run afoul of the governments

they live unier, a en when no open rebellion was involved.. This has produced

a steady trickle of politiCal'refugeeS from Kurdish groUps over the past few
. s

decades, mo t of them going to western Europe.

The major recent Kurdish, uprising in Iraq was heavily underwrittten by the
.,

Iranian government until Ira94Teached a (momentary) understanding with Iraq and

withdrew'support for, the rebels in 1975., There then came a mass exodus of Kurds,

many of whom gave tup their struggle and crossed the border into Iran. A few 'of

these, about a thousand, were admitted to the U.S. as "Middle'East refugees"
.

)

rom:late 1975through 1976--the only appreciable group of_Kurds ever to enter(
,

.

.
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this country. ,The largest concentration is.around NashVille. Tennessee, and

quite a few are In northern Virginia near Waahington, D.C.; others live in

North Dakota and California.

It seems inevitable that therewillbe moreKurdish political refugees; and

that in the future,they'willIbe most likely to seek a home in the United States, n ow''

that there are recognizable pockets of Kurds already here., Whether any sizeable

groups might be able to escape their predicaments in the countries with 'large

Kurdish populations muskrematn a matter for speculation.

Ai
A.

II. Cultural Background
'1

J
A. story

t
The Ku ds are widely believed to be the descendants of the Redes of

.
4

-* antiquity. The principar support for this theory is that Kurds occupy, some

the ancient Median terri*ories; but any 'firm evidence, of a direct.line of se -.

scent is yet to be discovered. What does appear certain is that the ancestors
14

of the Kurds must have been among the horse breeding Aryan tribes that appeared

on- the Iranian plateau around 900 B.C.1
. 612 B.C. - A.D. 641

After the conquest of Nineveh in 612 by the Media king Uvakhshatra

(known through the Greeks .as Cyaxeres), the Kurds were a part Of the Median

then'the Persian empires. Inimeneral, they were thereafter subject to"whoever

ruled Iran, although their homelands were, then as(now, often part of a border

area,so thEit-sOme of them - -as bOUndaries shifted--must have come at times with-
.

in the Roman ,Empire 'or within an independent Armenian kingdom.

We do know that theParthian empire which ruled most of Iran from 114 B.C.

to A.D, 226 had a vassal state, Gordyene-, whose name suggests that it was

Kurdish. It was lncated,west of Lake Urmia and south oftake Van.

r

645 954 -

After the Arab conquest of the Iranian Sa'ssanid empire. and the conversion

of the Kurdish areas,to Islaes major concern of the Caliphatewas securingfits
....

1
%

frontier with the Byzantine Empire. Military colonies_of Kurds were established.
.* .

uear.the border. Before'this time there had probably been no Kurd& in thf upper

Euphrates Oatershed, particular,y the Valley of the Murut River,
.

A
951 - 1096 0 t,

....1%
.

,...;
.

...
,

in.a peri6i QC fragmented authbrity, we begin to meet principalities faith
At

furdish rulers. .There are numeroua
e
initances of a Kurdish leader leaving home

. '

to make good elseithere*and using his tribal supporters to establish his dominion
-.,

11.
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In other regions- even ai Saladdinid later on. 'Two dynastits, however, were

gunded in ar s that included considerable Kurdish populations. TheseVepe
t-

the Merwanlds, Phose capital was Djyarbekir in theupper Tigris valley, and the

Hassanweihias, with a realm reaching from.Kirkuk in Iraq to HaMmadan in Iran.

None of the Kurdish -ruled states.had_a particularly Kurdishilallor:' they were

fall nominally loyal to the Baghdad Caliph, .but not neceasarily:to the "Buwayhie

Sultans (Persians ruling from Shiraz) who actually controlled the' Caliph's

administration; the rule of the largely Kurdish principalities was modeled on

that df the _Caliphate Court, and they fostered Arabic rather than Kurdish poetry.

,1096 - 1502

This period is_ marked by three majorincursions by invaders from central

Asia whotwashed over everything in their way and established' strong imperial
r

regimes. However, each time centralized control was relaxed in more remote

areas, semi-independent feudal-Kurdish states reappeared.

1514 -.1914

.Forlphe next 400 years the Kurdish Population was.divided.(approximately

three parts to one) between Ottoman Turkey and State Persia-- roughly along the
1,,,

, present western border of Iran. Kurdish allies of the Ottoman Sultan
-
were sep

Alp as vati;lals of the Ottoman Empire, ruling internally aqtOrtomous districts

-.At least five of these were presumably to be considered as sovereigt4 states.

It Persia, also, sh feudal rulers enjoyed a-great deal of, freedom

from central governmen interferences.

Both empizesmade exteqsive use of Kurdish roops--often-against each

other. The present-day\Kurds in and near Soviet Turkmenistan and,those in

Afghanistan were settled as military colonies to protect border areas of the

Persian empire. The regiments of Kurdish cavalry organized in 1890 in Turkey

as an instrument of the Sultn's personal power were the final instance of such
.

reliance.

The Kurdish'principalities cultiiiseed literature-and. the arts to a consid-

erable extent and developed a sense of Kurdish.destiny.' 'In 1596, Sharaf Khan,

the Emir of Bitlis, composed--in Persian--a history of the Kurds, the Sharafnamla.

Thi great national epic in Kurdish, the Memozin by AhmedX:ni, appeared in 1695.

In the nineteenth century the Turkish government's desire to extend control

came in conflict wit apparently heightening aspirations of Kufds, and the re-

sult was a series of Kurdish "rebellions" put down only with considerable 414-.

ficulty. During the :1840's sdirect,Turkia rude was imposed on the Kurdish

emirates, of which Bitlis was -last to be suppressed. Similarly, the autonomy'

of Ardelan in Persia was eliminated in 1865;,*

-3-. , 0
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1920 to Present
k

the 1920 Treat of Sevres proirided for independent Kurdistan; howeVer,

the rise of Musthfa Kemal (the Ataturk), to corijunctXon with the Lausanne

'treaty of 1923 Which left most of the Ottoman Empire's Kurds inside the Turkish

Republic, made this an-unfulfilled dream on the part of the Kuide. A 1925
/

League of Nations decision finally added almost all of the largely Kurdish pro"-

vince of'Mosul to the new nation of Iraq. Syria also included a Kurdish popula-

tion living aflong'the border with Turkey: e (

In earlier days the turbulent Kurds of their frontier regions had been at

times an irritant to both Sultan and Shah, but to thntionbuilding Kemalist

Turkey, Pahlavi Iran and independent- Iraq, the divisiveness of their Kurdish

populations was well-nigh intolerable,

.A In Turkey, various areas of Kurdistan flared into revolts that were put

down with stern measures, includibg the deportation of restive populations to

central Turkey. After 1938 a firm lid was. kept on all manifestations of.

Kurdish identity, nol wilphout frequent periods of activefrepression, even as

late Eis 1973. Until 1965 the Kurdish regibpswere off-limits to all foreigners.

Any specifically Kurdish cultural activity is still firmly discouraged14, the

goveinment:

In Iran, after a 1946 uprising, the Shah's regime attempted to keep the

Kurds settled, superficially modbrnized, and as much as possible homogenized

vith other Iranians. There were periodic round-ups of Kurdish activists and,'

militarylveritions against guerilla movements. From 1959 on, the Tehran

government did, however, allow publication of a weekly paper in Kurdish, and it
I

used the language regularly in radi6 broadcasts, thus giviltg some recognition

to the Kurds as a distinct cultural entity. With the overNow of the Shah's

,government, KurdslOokedfor more benevolent treatment, but soon found that th'it

was not to be forthcoming except for some improvements in rural education. To

, the militant Shiite leadership of the Iranian reyaution, the adherence of_ most

Kurds to unni Islam raised an additional barrier ea accomodation of their

aspirat ns, one that had been oPonly minor significance before.

In Iraq, the rights. of the Kurds.", autonomy had received international

recognition in 1922. The initial Iraqi local- )nguage law of 1926 provided for
' . 4the teaching of Kurdish in the,schools. These were only the first of numerous

promises which, on paper, gave to Kurds almost ever/thing that could be reason-,
.

ably expected. Repeatedly, howev r, cbncessions were not impfehented, or were

1 ted to part of the Kurdish-speaking areas, or were othetwise restrained (as

y allowing Kurdish instruction only in the primary grades). This tantalizing

8'
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treatment engendered continual dissidence, 'Kurds were in rebililion a great deal

letween 1922 and g197. The fast rebellion (1974-75) produced a flow of refugees,-

into Iran during hostilities, and also when most of the Kurdish army gave upothe

struggle following the withdrawal of Iranian support after the Algiers agreement

of March 5, 1975. At its height, this exodus may have totalled,300,000, of whom

about three-quarters returned after.things quieted down. 'Small-scale guerilla ,

operations against the.Iraqi forces. resumed the following year. (Until 1979

they received some support from Syria.) The government of Iraq, fbr its part,$

deported, Kurdish populations from strategic and frontier areas.

The Kurds of IracLare alloled a degree of national fife beyond thatiper-

mitted in neighboring countries, but 4till'oi a very limited sort.

B. Geography

The territory inhabited by Kurds is largely convoluted mountain ranges,

and much of it is inaccessible. It is composed prittipally of parts of the

Armenian Plateau and eastern Taurus,mountains,in Turkeyand the northerd Zagros

mountains of4 the Iran-Iraq border. great deal pf the terrain consists of

rather barren hillsides with scattered and fairly scrubby oak forests. .River

valleys in contrast are quite fertile, growing many fruit trees and targe

/- . quantities of grapes.
,

Me climate is severe. In northern parts of Kurdistan and even rather faro.
south in the Zagros. range, temperatures fail to -20°F in the winter and exceed

Nr, 100°F in the summer. Much of Iraqi Kurdistan is less elevated, and although

summers axe hot, it has less climatic variation, supports a denser

and near the Tigris.Rivex is much easier for travel and communication.

Precipitation comet inly ip the winter, largely as snow, mostly at high

altitudes. The Kurdish mountain areas are better watered than adjacent parts

of theoNiddle East, but. the extent of their fertile land is too meager to make

theasa major airicultural"region.

r

C. Livelihood

Kurdi are predominantly apeasant population, depending primarily on wheat

and bailey for their subsistence. In some areesrice will grow well. The

principal cash crop ofjhe region is tobacco. Chickens are commonly raised,

and of cou,se as in Other Muslim areas, pigs are not. Their flocks of sheep

and goats provide the chees4 and 'yogurt that are their mainprotein sources,-

and of course wool andgoat hair for cloth. Kurdistan is drastically overgrazed--
/

htit so is most of the rest of the Middle East andiorth Africa. 'At the beginning

of this century a Verge propottion of the Kurds were nomadic or semi-nomadic

pastoralists, but the number of these has sharply declined.' Flocks' are still

-5--
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moved up to summer matures, but their circulation'is much more restricted

than it used to be. Before 1914 herds were moved to land that was considered

common tribal property, and even back and forth between. Turkish and Persian

territory. *Governmental'restriCtions on pastoral mobility have tended to worsen

the ecological balance.

In recent years there has been heavy migration from the'rural Kurdish'areas.

In Turkey'as well as Iraq, the oil fields have attracted many Kurdish workers.

The unskilled labor force in 'large Turkish cities includes a major proportion

of Kurds. A similar situation occurs in Baghdad (Iraq), Mosul (Iraq), Tehran
.N\

(Iran). Some urban Kurds have specialized as bricklayers, butchers, cattle

dealers and small traders%

Particularly in the northern and eastern parts of 'Kurdistan, as well as in

the retinues of feudal leaders, horse raising and horsemanship were tremendously

important Kurdish activities. In some places,/on a much reduced scalet this

still continues as a focus of cultural interest. th most.partsof this area,

however, donkeys have been a much more prevalent means of transportation.

b. Language 6

The Kurdish language is a relative of Persian (Farsi).' Both*belong to the

western half'of the Iranian branch of the Indo-European family of languages
. n.

(gnd in fact probably to the same subset of Western Iranian languages).. While

the recognition of many related words is easy, the two languages are not close

enough to allow immediate understanding.

7

English and Kurdish,'.4s fellowmembers,of the Indo-European family, art

remotely related, and some common wordsa'te still recognizable' as cognates:
A.

bra ' 'brother' moder ;Ether', dot : daughter'

_Ran 'me, Thou', my' to du. 'two'

der dem

mishk 'mouse' new 'new'

) Both Persian and Kurdish have borrowed a great many words from Arabic.
,! ,

Many religious, legal, and economic" are from this source., but Arabic

ulary extends to all aspectsbbf
-

There are'two major dialect areas of Kurdish speech, a northwestern and a

southeastein. The more widely-used northwestern dialect prevails in Turkey,

,Syria
i
and .the Soviet Caucasus, while the majority of Kurds in Iraq and Iran ire

speakers of the southeastern type. Writers d isagree as to the degree of,differ-

ence between the two types of'Kurdis h--sone feeling these shouldic considered
At

naw 'name'

-6-
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as separate languages, with others maintaining that Kurds from either hide of
op

the'line can readily communicate with the bthet group. (thetwo areas show

numerous differences in pronunciation,vocabulary, and even grammar." One%,charic-

teristic difference is that-speakers'of northwehtern Kurdish distinguish az 'I'

'from min 'me', but in the southeastern area min is used for both.) The north-

western

_
dialects, as would be expected, are more influenced by Turkish languages.

The resemblances to Azerbaijani seem to be greater than those to Turkish where

the two are different, indicating

Less expectedly, the northwestern

'are not used in the. southeastern s

The southeastern dialect, es

Silbmani) has become the standard.

ten form of writing has also been

curtailed'thbugh these maybe.

that most of the. influence was premodern.

dialects have borrowed some Arabic sounds that

peech.

sentially as spoken in Sulaimaniyah(Kurdish\:

for pplilic use .among Kurds in Ir q, Its writ-

utilized
4
in radio ad publication -in Iran--

In Syria, where there was no repression of Kurdish life until 1959', a
4

moderate amount of literature appeared using a generalized northwestern dialect

in a Latir -aiphgbet, with sound values closelyqollowingthe modern spelling

system for Turkish. Whatever written use of Kurdish exists in Turkey is. 0.an---

destine, but it also utilizes this alphabet. It is very/ easy for Kurds with any

degree. of literacy in\Turkish to read their native land uage in this'form.

Kurdish nationalists Dave reported that, since the permitted reopening of Koranic

schools in Turkey in 1955, the religious-teachers in Kurdish villages - -in adds r''

tion to instructign in Arabic and the reading of the Koran--oftep teach stir-
,.

reptitiously the reading of selections from the 'major authors of traditional
.

*Kurdish poetry.

In the Soviet Union a standard language was developed based on the northern

western dialect of the Kurds near Eevan,(the capital of the Armenian Soviet

Socialist Republic). After some earlier'experimenation in Arabic and Armenian'

alphabets, amd_the use oeta Latin alphabet from 1929 to 1945, a modified Russian

(Cyrillic.) alphabet wah'established. The.government has promoted extensive

publication of books and periodica at a press I% Erevan.

Among Kurds, skillful use off- language is highly valued. Witty repartee is

reckoneda significant, social asset. The Armenian writer Abovian remarked that

"Every 'Kurd, mar or woman, is Ef poet." ,

-.

./ E. Religion

The mainstream of thedevelopment of Islam has blen the Sunni tradition,

to which Abst Kurds adhere. The other great branch, the Shiites,, arose originally

as political claimants of the right of the'dessendants of Ali and Fatima (the

-7- /A.
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, . . (, '
daughter.of MuhatMad to be the leaders of Islam. Over the centuries theologi-b

pal, legal, and devotional differences developed between the two divisions, and 1

the Shiites were further split into several sects. When Persia bedtime official-''

ly Shiite at the beginnfng of the, sixteenth century, -Kurds remained staunchly
,

..

Sunni. In Iran this sets them off .sharply from the Persians, Azerbaijanis, ,and
1 ,

Lurs.

In orthodox Sunni circles, four separae traditions developed involving

differences in legal principled and ritual practices (especially purifidation).

The Kurds follow the Shafii school--originally taught *in legal circles in

6amaants..- In the Ottoman Empire the Hanafi interpretatiOn--originating in

Baghdad- -was official; by this fact Kurds were somewhat narked off from the Turfs

and from their SUnni Arab neighbors of Northern Iraq. (Arabs of southern Iraq
, 1 11.

are largely Shiites.)
. - 1

Mystically-:oriented Moslems developed practices designeeto mace them, aware
.

,

of.d closeness to God. In' the twelfth century suchipractitioners crystallized'. ' -

,...

4 inth.rbrganizedsgroups7- usually under an authprita4an leader (whoM we might

-today, on the Indian model4 term a "guru").
.

. _4`
The iartiqp aints are calla "sis" or "dervishes," and the groups are

. 1

usually referred to tn'Engliah as "orders" or "brotherhoods," although the Arabic
,

term for thee literally weans "path. It
These brotherhoods, usually named for

N......._ their founders, have been infLnential'in the religious life of almost' all

Islamic countries, and they have provided afocus for ranch of religious life

in Kurdistan as well. A great many Kurdish'tlen,participateCat least occasiohsr
....

ly in their observdnces. The ;'path' referred)ko as Nagishbendi is most wide:-

spread here, even ihOugh its practices were not introduced among Kurds until
* . ,

1808--not without oppos, itoir froi the earlier - established Qad/ri "path," which t

4

remains.nextin impottance. In Turkeyhere are someKurdish.followers oPthe
. ,

'somewhat more Modern-OrientedrTijani "path" (whose founder, lived until 1815.in .

4:* ,

. . North Africa,:' , ,

Sufi teachers who
0

_ the most authOritativ,e.
,,--

literate individual in4

are also descendants-of Muhammad ,(seyid) are considered

The locar,religious leader (mela), often the only

the corm utlity; was.traditionally the only'principal prRT

vider of education-and a main link with the outside world.

. Kurds differ' frog other Middle, Eastern Muslims most sharply in' regard to

the statue of women. Kurdish'Women were never,veiled:except dUring parts of

the marriag er)Monies; theyfreely'associated with men in most social Interac-

111tions; if th e were no obvious qualified male heira a woman often assumed tribal
. 0.. . . 4

leaderghip. w 1

. , r
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ill,

.Althdugh girds consider themselves,lpyal followers of Islam,their neigh
4

A ' ,
bors have. ofien tak'en a dim view of their practices and looked on them as

.

"Moslem"'in name only. , _/ '' ..4 ,
,

.. }t f . .

P' ,
A ponsidergble number of Kurds belong to the Yezidi sect (Daseni in

; Kurdish),referred td by their enemies as "devil worshipers." ^They.represent,---
' e' .4 1/4.

. a,development within. Islam which acquired elements-from numerous other so rces,

. ;,.

. . ..

..
'includinea belief in the'reiocarnatibicof souls, There remain around 50, 0 ,

..=.
, ,... :

of this ofte4`persecutediroup in northern Iraq near.the Turkish border and .,
,

,- , ., , -- - .
,---

.a

somein Syria. The Kurds of Soviet ArMenia mndGeorg/4 are (or were) almost .

egtir817,Yezidi presumably having moved «,. the fringe of Kyrdishsettelment r

IckAreape the parse utions of the.seventeefith century.,,

'

_

.

%.
-. F. Art . -

Tifertig weaving of Kurds has been the- principal thlt has attracted,
. ,

odtaide recognition. Other 'crafts'iprazticed.include embrbideri,, leather- working,
ornamentation, Prticularly inlaying on copper.

G. Food and Dress .-

e ,
.

Boiled wheat (bUlghur) is the traditional staple. although ritenow tgods :
. .

, to be prefeired'where it-is-available 'A type of wafer bread is' eaten mostly
. . ,

, Am,
for. breakfast; arly kind of grain cooked in whey is considered a KurdiSh gFe-

. .

..9.41Ccialty. Cheese isibade-from,the whole milk, of sheep and gots and also frpm
v , 4.

9.. buttermilk. The slaughter of stock for meat:is limited to special occdsions.
,.- ..

A wide.veriety.ofvegetables is axownfilwithcucumbers being particularly 'common
.

--;'. . ' 4
"Melons, and orchard frdits are both fairly pentiful. From the ;extensiveTine-

.

y an abundanceOf raisimiadoid a sort of grape jam are p3oduced. Tea is

i the usual beverage.

AI

4

\ .

,
,,

There.:is no single typeof Kurd', national tostftme; rather, considerable

variation is reported from dilfgrent areas. Men oftenyear,a blue.silk.turban,
ft ')

4 red sash around the waist, and on important occasions, an embroidered vest..
P .... I i

. There is a Kurdish prOclivity forswearing dagggrso. At least in towns, both
4.

% . Turkey. and Iran have tried to prevent the Kurds from wearing ethnically'identi-
.

. ,

fiable garb. Many a male villager keeps a Western -style hat to use-only'wherilo
4

Vaboilt to enter amarkmiltown.
a . .9

Three generations ago the typical Kmrdish headgear was a white, conical, '

.

felt hat. Inrecent times these haveieen noted as beiftworn mostly by
,---

4:

children. f

, . .
,

.

Marriage arg the greatest occasion for celebrations in traditional Kurdish

. life, Weddings are usually scheduled to take place in either spring 6r fil1/4
.

,-.
. -

. 1 , '

N.' , .,, -9- -4.
1 0 ,

. .
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The highlight of the'observance is a public procession with muoh fanfare from 1

the hoie of the bride tp'the lime of:the groom. After her entrance into the

groom's residence,'she sits quietly veiled in a corner of a room while the

guests are 'feasted outside and engage in manyjoJ the wi4# variety oft5 Kurdish

*

folkdances accompanied by their' traditional ic- -found "haunting" by most

estetn listeners. %Where the equestrian tra tion ids kept up, there will be

Xhibits olorsemans ip. (The signing of the legally bfoll*ng Islamic mar-
1

imp contract occupi only an inconspicuous pa;t in the proceedipgs.)
111,- -4.
:The birth of a Aildis the occasion for a feast,gi. e by the parents and -

k

, - their relatives. The birth of a first son receives the greatest recognition.

Nowadays, malesare generally circumcised during 'the first week after birth

by the local religious leader. in some places a more traditional practice of

circumcising boys around the age of ten continues. 'Where this takes place, it

also calls for' a. major festivity.
*

.
_ t

In,the yearly cycle; tite,most significant event is he observance
.

of the
.

-Persian New Year'(Kurdish UWetroz) at Abe time of the ap ing equinox (March 21).

.It is a period for special fopds, fireworks, dancing, singing, poetry *citation,
.,,,

and an emphasis on Kurdish thnicity. (It is also-risociated 4ith superstitious'
.... .

observances t inure for upate ensuing year:) Nwerroz far outshines any
t

of
G

A. .

the purely I is festivals such as the "breaking.pp of fasting: after the end
. .

of the month of Ramadan (during vhich.no'nourishment is to be taken during day-
. - ,

light), or the ellebration of the-birth of Muhammad (on the twelfth dv'of the

third month of the seasonally- shifting Islamic,lunar year), The latt r is the .

r--
aost'religiouslAriented holiday for Kurds. A great manj, Kurdish poems have

been written for recitation at thatitiagjo.hOnpr'the Prophet and evoke the
.

Islamic heritage.of Kurdistan. , '4

Among pastoralists, celebrations w
-re

traditional at lambing time, before' ,

the mayg of the herds .to summer pasture,' n the mountains at shearing time,
.J. -

and preeminently, at the time'of

'longerArs4lie feplve aroun

rh to village living in the fall. No

Ctivities, but they still' ma the sea -

sons in rural areas, and govide'itn.opportunity:for entertaining.
.

/oft Names. .

Kurdish.nameiiare largely of Ar4bic origin, having a

or belonging to prominent figures 4i. the ft rly history of

Persian names, too, mostly those the hetoes of Persian

Uniquely gurdish names are relatively few. It is usually

what name to give the chiild.

.

14

religious significance

Islam. There are

history and legend.

the mother who decides

1 4

.
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e

,

Family names art,not a longstanding traditiOn among Kurds.. Those living
,

in Turkey, like the rest of their fellati-countrymen, were obliged to acquire

surnames under Ataturk. There and elsewhere the family n4mes most used were .

* originally designations of tribes or stgment6 of tribes of'04 geographic loca-
,/

J. Social Structure
/./

The tribal organization 6f the Kurds was traditionally of oveiwhelming.

importance, and in rural area's still continues to be a major element of social'

stability. Each tribe normally had several sub - tribes made up oraLympber of

focal lineages whose households were set up not far from one', another. Depending
.

on the area all the strength of certain feudal leaders, federations of tribes
=

existed and there were even larger grpupings with a rather vague sense of

alliance. .

-.The mutuallyreinfokng feudal relationship of an agha and his adherents

tended to become more exploitative in modern. times. has been the'traditionai

prerogative of tribal leaders to assign the use of lands considered as'communal

property, which was later recognized by the government as outright owner-

ship. ti

They also cdntinued toreceisie payments for serviced they had ceased pro-

viding to those under them. They no longer realistically furnished a military

force, nor did they any longer have to maintain a continual open house ipd

feedany of their fc; awers who appeared on the.scene---prohably once a signifi-

cant redistFiburional mechanism.

Each nuclear family u*it still maintains a close bond to the husband's

lineage, but not of the pervaiive nature often found inpatrilineal societies.

Arrangements for marriage are usually commenced by an informal engagement be-
.

tween the couple themselves. Parents can veto' a marriage, and an elopeftent would

create a complete Social rift, but usually parents go along with their off-
0 ,

spring's,:mishes. Even when the new courile lives in the husband's father's, house,

they gate often set up separate housekeeping and cooking. facilities.
s

III. Educational Bac and

In contrastto the prevailing low level of literacy among Kurds, those who

have settled in this countjy are said to possess, in general,..a high school'

education. Whatever education Kurds have obtained h*

achieved With great effort. Educational facilities are
.

the Kurdish territories.' Where they do exist, classes,/

-11-
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nowher4e plentiful in
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foreign languages--furkish, Persian, or Arabic--languagei associated with

oppressors. Even tiee elementary education in4turdisii in_Ira% in recent year,

has
,

not been without the shadow of attempts at Arabitation.

:,, , ,.'.1 ,

IV. 3,Implications for
,
Learning English as a Secon tgloguage

. - , 4.-* 1r ,

A. Pronunciation/of Consounta, 41, .- ,

Kurdish has several types c:4;cdiisonant sounds not used in English, and
t'

pronunciation presents a formidable hr4le to an American attempting to master
.:- .

it; Fortunately, though, there are s Ands in Kurdish similar to most of the

English consonants, . a
I

0 .

Kurdish does lack sounds Moot
,

as ip thin, voiced as in thin. In

e spelled with th in English--voiceless

Ssounds like these are regarded. as

peculiarly lin-Kurdish. Such sounds art', ,however, used in Iraqi Arabic and in

the Classical Arabic of Koran reading, and almost all Kurds from Iraq, and the

nearer parts of 'other c tries' trave,learned to pronounce them., Kurdish r is

quite similar to t e r used in fronouncing very in England, although quite un-

like American'r%-'
.p

. Ne
Vowels

The Kurdish vdwel sysEemda much simpler than that of English, and American

vowel sounds .are likely,to pro* a substantial problem in pronunciation. -

Thea are five of the irdwelsein Kurdish - -at an earlier time long.vowels--04

which are quite stable in pronunciation and are to some extent available as

models for,English pronunciation:

u ap in du "two" hots unlike English do

i as in si "thirty" notunlike English see

-a as in la 'side" noe ruplike English la -4

e"as in se "three reqUires a.final Y sound like English say
1

o as in no 'nine" rqquihs a final w sound like English know

(Ip some dialectal:4 northwester0aurdish o has become u, and u has shifted to

a sound like French u.)- .

The thr4e historically short vowels, ut i, e,,vary a good deal in pronun-

ciation according to which syllable of a word they occur in, and what pounds

come before and' after them. ;Their pr unCiation also changes from"region to '

region more than that of the gsat'desci.bed above.

u'as in "flower" : m&h as in English full

(Iti'Kurdish Kurd has a vowel sound suggesting its older spelling in English,

-3.2-
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Koord, rather than the 'Word eurd.)

. _ i in min "me" ' may be somewhat like Englisli Min; but commonly
_,-, more like Englishmen.

e as in1211 "horse" . 'commonly similar to English asp-,.but may wander
towards, the vowels of'English cusp or chest

Kurds may be expectedoave prOblefts pronouncing and diatingUishing the

English.7short" vowels Of bit, bet, bat, but, as yell ishe vowel ofVaught,

since there is not good Kurdish analog for it. . .

C. Stless;Patterns

Kurdish words are normally stressed on the last syllable unless the lait

syllable is an inflectional suffix among which is included the indefinite marker.
f

-ek 'a'. There are e ceptions but probably not sufficieqt variants to prepare

learners for the diverge st tterns found in English words.

D. Grammar

We will mention here only a few of the outstanding instances where produc-

ing English according to Kurdish models oly cause difficulties:

1. Kurdish hail amulti-purpOse connector -i Wier a vowel, -) that serves

forof, or other English prepositions, and in certain instances for.that (whop
AMP

. which):

tishk-i rooz

ArlIewle-y ek
,

em ishe-y-to..

kichek-i chwarde sa

A

the rays of the sun.

the leader of-the tribe

this deed of yours

girl of fourteen )4ers

tewqek-i a tun a collar of gold

sebeb -i'em ishe the reason fqr this deed

ew shewekem41 Serjo that night in Serjo

henjir-i Zengar figs 'from Sinjar

pyaweke-y hat the man that 'arrived ti
, .

In Kufdish this connector is also used with an adjective (which follows the

Nouns):

minal-i pickuk . Small children

tirery rresh u bladk grapes

pyawek-i aza a braye man

bayek-i tung a fierce wind

By taking of to be the equivalent of i, Kurds may 44 led to say "grapes of'black"

dr "a an of brave" or the like.

1"'
-13-
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2., prod n subjects are used only for emphaitisn Kurdish, since the

inflectional suffixes serve to indicate the meaning:

Nustim. I slept Min nus

Kirdi. He did it. Aw kird

I ;slept.

He'did it;

I3. The normal order in a full Kurdish sentence is: Subject--Object--Verb

unlike the Subject--Verb--Object order of English.

Pyaweke segeke,ekuze.

To chiNkey?,

mark -is killing the dog...,

What are you doing?

4. The most extraordinary facet of Kurdish gsammar is the fact that the

suffixes which indicate the actor ashociated with a transitive verb in past '

tenses do not normally appear on the verb, but on the first major constituent

after the'subject. Most typically this is the direct object.

Du helke m khwatli. I ate two eggs.

'Sewek i der hena. He brought an apple.

Ma m Yap weran kird. They ruined my house.

It may also be 4onnectea to various..other sentence parts:

410Chon tan zani? Jlow did you (ail) know?

Wa man( kird We did it that way.

Yekek 4e

d.

derga y da. Someone knocked at the door.
A

KurrAtity_hesht. The boy didn't allows it.

,

(Other patterns of shifting also occur. Note the example:

Pe yan bakhshi m \ -They presented it to me.

The Kurdish patterns may make for some uncertainty in the use of

suffix showing subject-verb agreement, the third person s, or in
4

of redundant subject pronouns; on the other handl it might serve

, for some insight into the mobility of the English possessive

Mayor of Dublin's hat.

J.
V. Implications for Orientation

the sole English

the appearance

as the basis

s, in: ,The

While the Kurds areby and large a peasant population, those who Teach the

western; orld as refugees are likely to be educated, somewhat aware of western

ideas, and braced for the fact that almost veryone in a country such as the

:Afpr
18
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- United States habitually does many things considered outrageous in the tradi-
.

a

. ti01124 Islamic world.

.Approaches to Kurdish refugees would seem to need to be based on two dem-

p/ementary sets of understandings: first, that they are Moslems and. in general'

deeply committed to their religion; but, second, that they are not Arab, and\
,.

pot everything one may helm read about the customs of Islam can be applied to\

them without further refinement.

is'also helpful to remember that Kurds are deeply conscious of the re-:

p slop that has been diiected against them in most places where they have

lived, and feel that the attitude of western countries towards their plight has

alternated between neglect and betrayal.
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